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. Free-viewing paradigm Task schematic. Left and Right trial blocks differed by a 4° shift in visual stimulus location relative to the screen borders (green rectangle). In Left trials, stimuli were centered 2° left of the screen center, whereas in Right trials, stimuli were centered 2° to the right of the screen center. The monkey's head remained in the same position relative to the room and the computer screen for all trials. All stimuli presented within each trial block were confined within the screen space occupied by the images of that block (the "image window" of that trial block). Fixation: Trials began with a 500 -750 ms required fixation on a cross positioned pseudorandomly in one of 9 potential locations across a gray background rectangle. Image Viewing: A complex image (photograph of variable content) was displayed for 5 seconds of free viewing. Calibration: The monkey received a fruit slurry reward for releasing a response bar in response to a subtle color change of small square (which could appear in multiple locations across the gray background rectangle). The monkey's gaze on this square was used to calibrate eye tracking software, and correct any drift in recorded eye position. A minimum of 30 image trials were presented within each block. Right and Left trial blocks started alternate recording sessions.
In the first 15 sessions (of 26 sessions total) for Monkey WR , an ABA design with three trial blocks was used (visual stimuli were centered the same way in the first and last trial blocks, whereas stimuli in the middle block were centered at a shifted location),
Rate maps to characterize neural representation of gaze 149
In order identify neural activity related to gaze position as the monkey viewed the images, firing rate maps were computed for each 150 neuron. The firing rate maps showed a neuron's activity level across gaze positions within the screen space occupied by the image and levels of spatial resolution, rate maps were smoothed three different ways: Adaptive smoothing (Skaggs et al., 1993) , and 155 smoothing with a Gaussian filter (5.5° x 5.5°) that either had a standard deviation of 1° or 1.5°. All three of these smoothing methods 156 produced similar-looking rate maps for a given piece of data. Although smoothing generated extrapolated values for unvisited spatial 157 bins, these values were subsequently removed so that unvisited spatial bins were left empty.
159
Spatial stability 160 To assess whether each neuron's spatial activity was consistent for gaze position across trials, rate maps were assessed for 161 stability across time. A spatial correlation (Pearson's) was computed between two rate maps from one neuron from separate time 162 periods of the neural recording. This spatial correlation was considered significant if it was higher than 95% of bootstrapped 163 correlation values, which were computed from shuffled data of the neuron's original two rate maps. Specifically, the spike train of a 164 rate map was shifted circularly along the corresponding eye position trace at 100 equally spaced increments, i.e., the end of the spike 165 train was wrapped to correspond to the beginning eye position data with the first shift. In order to avoid a large overlap with the 166 original map, the starting positions of spike train shifts along the eye position trace were constrained to begin at least 10 seconds after 167 the start of the trace and 10 seconds before the end of the trace. For each of the 100 shuffles, a new rate map was generated, and a 168 spatial correlation was computed between the two generated rate maps. If the original spatial correlation was greater than or equal to 169 the 95 th percentile of the 100 spatial correlation values generated from shuffling, then spatial correlation between the neuron's two rate 170 maps was considered to be significant (p < 0.05), and the neuron was considered to show spatial stability (e.g., histogram in Figure 2 ).
171
To determine spatial stability for a neuron across trials where images were presented in the same location, data from those trials were 172 split across time to yield two rate maps that were then tested for correlated activity through the shuffling procedure described above 173 (top panel of Figure 2 ). We then extended this analysis to examine spatial stability across trial blocks, when the image window was 174 laterally shifted to a different location. In order to quantify spatial activity that shifted with the location of presented images, a 175 correlation was computed for each neuron between the two rate maps from image viewing in the two different image display 176 windows. A cell was considered to have a spatial representation that shifted along with the image location ("Shifted" spatial space, yielded a significant spatial correlation ( Figure 3 ). The number of neurons falling into these two categories were assessed for 181 each recording session (Figure 4 ).
182
In order to test whether a neural spatial activity shifted partially in the direction of the new image window location, spatial 183 correlations for each neuron were computed for a range of partial spatial offsets ( Figure 5 ). Each neuron's rate maps from different 184 image windows were correlated for eight spatial offsets that ranged between 0 and 100% of the image shift distance (4°). The 185 incremental distance between different spatial offsets was one rate map spatial bin (0.5°). This analysis was performed three times 186 using three different rate map smoothing methods (described above) in order to be agnostic about the "correct" smoothing. The resulting three correlation values for each offset were then summed in order to create one cumulative correlation vector per neuron given cell population with replacement for the same number of original cells to repeat the analysis 1000 separate times. Error bars in Figure 5 represent the middle 95% of values from these 1000 iterations.
Saccade direction selectivity
centered on saccade onset, and a 100 ms period starting once the saccade completed. For each of these epochs, a neuron's firing rate 200 across different saccade directions was computed using a saccade direction bin 10 degrees wide, that incremented by 5 degrees. Using 201 methods similar to (Killian et al., 2015) , data were pseudo-randomly down-sampled so that each angular quadrant had the same 202 number of trials. Any neurons with more than 10% of saccade direction bins lacking values were excluded from further analysis (1 203 neuron 
208
Rate map stability of neurons selective for saccade direction was re-computed after removing the data for the preferred 209 saccade direction. Data were removed for saccades within 15 degrees of the preferred direction for any saccade epoch showing 210 significant direction selectivity, and rate maps from these cut data were used to compute a new spatial correlation value. If this value 211 was significantly lower than the original correlation (lower than or equal to the fifth percentile of 100 bootstrapped correlation values 212 generated from the size-matched, down-sampled data from the original rate maps for p < 0.05), than the spatial stability of the original 213 rate maps was considered to be owed to the neuron's saccade direction preference, and the compared rate maps were no longer 214 deemed to show spatial stability.
216

Image salience 217
Neurons with spatial stability were tested for a representational confound between gaze location and image salience by computing a 218 spatial correlation (Spearman's rank correlation coefficient) between the cell's rate map and the image salience map of presented 219 stimuli (Saliency Toolbox (Walther and Koch, 2006)). A correlation was considered significant if it was higher than the middle 95% 220 of a distribution of bootstrapped correlation values between the image salience map and 1000 rate maps generated by shuffling the 221 original rate map data.
223
Predicting gaze location from neural activity 224
In order to assess the quality of the spatial information carried by the population as a whole, we used neural data from all 349 recorded 225 neurons to predict gaze location. We first selected the two rate maps for each neuron that had the highest spatial stability as 226 determined by the spatial correlation weighted by its percentile within shuffled correlations of the same data. Then, these two rate 227 maps for each neuron were stacked with rate maps of other neurons in order to create two population rate maps ( Figure 6A ). In this 228 way, a neuron could contribute either the first and second half of its data within one image window, or data from the 1st and 2nd 229 image windows aligned to image window borders or to the screen borders. This process not only allowed an agnostic approach for 230 targeting the most spatially consistent activity across all cells even if they were not categorized as spatial, but also permitted usage of comparable in size to past research from our laboratory (Killian et al., 2012) , would yield a comparable proportion of neurons with grid activity. Each neuron's rate maps were split across space along the two diagonals of the map (i.e., one rate map was divided into smaller area differed in that they excluded rate maps smoothed adaptively, rate maps aligned to screen bounds from a single image 281 window, and all cells with data from two image windows that only were significantly stable within, but not across, image windows.
282
Grid scores for each rate map were computed from its autocorrelation in two different ways, using the higher score as the 283 final score (Killian et al., 2012) . In the first method, the six closest peaks to the center peak of the autocorrelation were detected as the 284 six bins closest to the center peak that each had a positive value higher than the surrounding twenty-four bins. The ringed area of the 285 autocorrelation map that included these six peaks but excluded the central peak was then extracted, and the values for each radial 286 location along the ring were averaged together to create one value for each position on a ring vector, and then this ring vector was 287 correlated with itself at rotational offsets of 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150°. The grid score was then calculated as the maximum 288 correlation value of the 30°, 90° and 150° rotations (the angle rotations where a grid cell with 60-degree symmetry would be expected 289 to have a low correlation) subtracted from the minimum correlation value of the 60° and 120° rotations (rotations where a cell with 290 60° symmetry would be expected to have a high correlation). The initial ring area extracted from the autocorrelation began at half the 291 distance of the average peak distance from the center, and was only 2-bins wide. In subsequent iterations, the width of the extracted 292 area grew by one bin, and the rotational values were repeatedly assessed to produce additional grid scores for fatter ring areas. The 293 maximum grid score from all ring widths was taken as the grid score for this method. In the second method for computing grid scores 294 that corrected for elliptical distortion of 60° symmetry (Brandon et al., 2011) , the same process was repeated except the extracted ring 295 area from the autocorrelation was adjusted to be an ellipse (the furthest peak was considered the major axis of the ellipse, or, in 296 another full repetition of grid score calculation, the closest peak was considered the minor axis of the ellipse). The highest resulting 297 grid score across the two methods was used as the final score for a rate map. A grid score of a given rate map was considered 298 significant if it was greater than or equal to the 95 th percentile of synthetic grid scores produced from shuffling the data for that rate 299 map 100 times (shuffling procedure described in Spatial Stability section). 
311
(45 / 88) of these neurons showed a spatial representation that did not shift with the location of the image window on the screen, with shifting or non-shifting spatial activity, were often recorded simultaneously (Figure 4 ). selectivity for a saccade direction, but all of these neurons maintained spatial stability (p < 0.05) after removing the preferred saccade 319 direction responses. Regarding salient image features, 1% of spatial neurons (2 / 137) showed a consistent central spatial firing that 320 was correlated (p < 0.05) with the central spatial bias of salient image regions. Firing rate maps and the spatial correlation between them are shown for a neuron that did not shift its activity with the location of image window. Plotting schematic is identical to Figure 2 . Rate maps are the size of the image space common to all image presentations (26° x 15°), and crosshatching indicates image space of a trial block that was not covered by all images across all experimental trial blocks. A movie of spikes occurring for this example cell as gaze position moves over the screen can be found in Extended Data (Movie 2).
Figure 4. Neurons with different spatial reference frames were recorded simultaneously
The number of neurons that had a significantly consistent spatial representation across image window locations (n = 88) are shown for each recording session. Color indicates whether neurons exhibited a spatial representation that shifted with image window location.
In order to determine whether spatial activity shifted partially in the direction of a new image window location, spatial correlations for each neuron were computed for a range of spatial offsets between 0 and 100% of the 4° neural activity was most consistent when spatial stability was tested at a 376 completely shifted offset ( Figure 5, 2 
380
For example, the Non-shifted cell shown in Figure 3 exhibits spatial activity that 381 is asymmetric, and therefore its spatial correlation for non-shifted, screen-aligned 382 activity (r = 0.54) is much higher than the correlation when its activity is aligned 
. Neural activity is most spatially consistent for complete (instead of partial) shifts along with image window location
Cell rate maps from different image window location trial blocks were tested for partial shifting by computing the correlation values for a range of spatial offsets between 0 and 100% of the full shift of image window location. For each spatial offset, the red bars indicate the number of cells with their maximum spatial stability at that particular offset. This is shown for all cells (top row), cells that exhibited spatial activity which shifted with the image window location (2nd row, "Shifted cells"), cells that exhibited spatial activity which did not shift with the image window location (3rd row, "Non-shifted cells"), and cells which did not pass criterion to be categorized as Shifted or Non-shifted (bottom row, "Other cells"). Blue bars indicate the number of cells with their minimum spatial stability at each spatial offset. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of 1000 bootstrap iterations (re-sampling with replacement the cell population for the same number of original cells). Non-overlapping error bars confirm in each cell population that more cells have their maximum spatial correlation values at 0 and 100% shifts compared to partial shifts (p < 0.05). See Materials and Methods for additional details on computing cell spatial stability.
In order to assess the quality of the spatial information carried by the population as a whole, we used neural data from all 349 400 recorded neurons to predict gaze location. A gaze location was predicted for each population firing rate vector in a population rate 401 map ( Figure 6A ). When considering all 1643 population firing rate vectors in the population rate map, the size of the resulting 402 prediction error was quite small; half of the vectors were predicted 403 within 3.2° of their actual location ( Figure 6B, top) . The bottom panel 404 in Figure 6B shows what prediction error would result by chance, with 405 predictions based on scrambled population rate maps, in which each 406 cell's rate map was shifted circularly by a random x and y value 407 (causing the firing fields to change location). The proportion of 408 population firing rate vectors predicted within various amounts of error 409 is shown in Figure 6 -1. Even when only 10 neurons were used to 410 predict gaze position, the median error was significantly lower than 411 chance ( Figure 6-2) . When 40 neurons were used to make the 412 prediction, the median prediction error was already ~3° and as low as 413 2.5° for some groups of neurons tested ( Figure 6 -2).
Figure 6. Gaze location can be predicted from population neural activity (A) Schematic of how gaze location was predicted for one population
firing rate vector in a population firing rate map. Each cell contributed data from two different time periods (two rate maps) in order to create two population rate maps, each with ~half the data. Within the population map shown on the left, a small black square located in the same location on each cell's rate map indicates the location of one gaze location spatial bin. The values of that gaze location bin location across rate maps constitute that spatial bin's population firing rate vector, shown on the bottom left. The gaze position bin location of this vector is then predicted, by finding the highest correlation between the vector and all the vectors in the other population rate map containing the other half of the data, shown on the right. The bin location of the vector with the highest correlation was taken as the predicted gaze location. Across all predictions, each spatial bin (0.5° x 0.5°) was limited to being predicted once, meaning that if two different vectors from the map shown on the left both had their highest correlation with the same bin vector in the map shown on the right, then only one vector (with the higher correlation value) would be predicted to have that spatial bin location. (B) Predicting gaze location of population firing rate vectors using aligned rate maps (blue) of all recorded cells (n = 349) exceeds chance success (red) (p < 0.01). Histograms show smaller (p < 0.01) median error between the real and predicted gaze location when aligned neural activity was used to predict gaze location (top row) than when the prediction was made from scrambled rate maps (bottom row) . Error was estimated from 100 iterations of predicting location of each firing rate vector from scrambled population rate maps. Top row: Vertical line indicates the median (3.2°), and the error bar indicates the entire range (100% confidence interval) of median error values generated by re-sampling the prediction error distribution with replacement 100 times. Bottom row: Vertical line indicates the prediction error expected in chance success (10.5°), marking the average median value of prediction error across 100 prediction iterations using scrambled population rate maps. The error bar indicates the entire range (100% confidence interval) of those median error values.
(C) Probability of predicting the correct gaze location using neural activity of all recorded cells (n = 349) is shown across all firing rate vectors. Probability was determined by the rank of the correct gaze location among all potential locations ordered by their correlation value. In other words, if the correct gaze location bin had the highest correlation value across all potential gaze location bins, the probability of predicting it would be "1", but if it were ranked 80 th out of 100 potential bin locations, then the probability of correctly predicting it would be 0.20). location (n = 2), or could not be tested for spatial stability beyond one image window because data was only collected from one image 420 window location (n = 1). 421 422 423 424 425
Notably, grid cells accounted for a small proportion of the total recorded neurons (13 / 349, 4%, without pre-selecting 426 spatially consistent neurons) and contrasts with the larger proportion (12%) identified in a previous study from our laboratory (Killian   427   et al., 2012) . Although only about one fourth of our recorded neurons (n = 95 / 349) were located in the superficial layers where grid 428 cells are predominantly found in rodents (Figure 4-1) , we suspect that this is not primarily responsible for our low yield of grid-like 429 activity, since the previous study identified grid cells in both superficial and deep layers. Rather, we speculate that our observation of a 430 lower proportion of neurons with grid activity is attributable to the fact that we measured spatial activity across a much larger viewing 431 area than in the previous study, with a viewing area subtending 4 to 7 times more area in degrees of visual angle. Although a smaller 432 area certainly provides a lower bar for detecting grid activity simply because a grid pattern need only be consistent across a smaller 433 area, grid patterns have been shown to lose consistency across very large spaces in rodents (Stensola et al., 2015) .
434
To examine whether a smaller viewing area would result in more reliable grid activity, we assessed grid activity and its 435 stability for each neuron for half the area of its rate maps by dividing each rate map along each diagonal (Figure 7 -1, Movies 4 and 5).
436
Consistent with qualitative inspection, this analysis revealed a larger proportion of neurons with significantly stable grid activity (47 / 437 349 cells, 13%), which was comparable to the proportion reported in earlier work (Killian et al., 2012) . Importantly, even within the 438 smaller area, neurons with stable grid activity had more than six firing fields (Figure 7-1 ).
440
Discussion
442
Entorhinal neurons including grid cells, border cells, and head direction cells represent body position relative to world 443 features as rodents actively explore their environment with locomotive movement. In monkeys, similar spatial representations have 444 been identified during visual exploration with eye movement; however, the frame of reference for these spatial representations in Figure 7 . Grid-like activity can shift along with image window location An example neuron is shown that yielded a significant grid score (p = 0.04) for a spatially stable rate map across two image window locations. The neuron's spatial activity shifted with the location of the image window on the screen (r = 0.4 spatial correlation between rate maps from two image window locations aligned to image window bounds, p = 0.01). A movie of spikes occurring for this neuron as gaze position moves over the screen can be found in Extended Data (Movie 3). Plotting schematic is the same as Figure 2 . The grid score for each rate map (g) is indicated on the top of the map. Rate maps of the shifted activity are the same size as presented images (30° x 25°).
primates was unknown. In particular, it was unclear whether entorhinal neurons code gaze position relative to visual world features, similar to the allocentric activity identified in rodents. Also, the proportion of neurons with spatial representations had never been examined. Accordingly, this work sought to assess the extent of primate entorhinal neurons with spatial representations, and identify region of the visual display (Figure 7-1) . Secondly, the dominance of irregular spatial cells suggests that they play an important role within the circuit. In rodents, about 10% of entorhinal cells in the superficial layers of medial entorhinal cortex are grid cells (Tang et data. Spatial activity did not appear to vary systematically across the EC. The proportion of cells with spatial activity did not vary distinctly 670 across cortical layer (A), distance from the rhinal sulcus (B, top), or distance along the anterior-posterior axis (B, bottom) . Colored 671 portions of bar graphs indicate the proportion of cells that exhibited different types of spatial stability or spatial reference frame (see 672 legend at top right). In the bottom panel of A, spatial stability for each cell is shown as a function of cortical layer. Spatial stability for 673 a cell that did not pass criterion as a spatial cell is computed as the highest spatial correlation value for the cell across its rate maps 674 (within or across image window locations) multiplied by its significance percentile (between 0 and 1). For cells with significant spatial 675 stability (cells whose significance percentile is > 0.95), the highest significant correlation value was used. Black horizontal lines 676 indicate the mean value of each cortical layer group. 
681
This cumulative distribution shows the proportion of population firing rate vectors as a function of the amount of error between real 682 and predicted location of gaze, and demonstrates that gaze location is predicted more accurately when aligned neural activity is used 683 to make a prediction (violet) than when scrambled rate maps are used (red, 100 scrambling iterations). Blue shows variability of the 684 violet prediction error distribution, and represents 100 cumulative distributions from resampling the original error values 100 times 685 with replacement. Horizontal error bars are identical to those shown in the histograms in Figure 6 , and indicate the variability (100% 686 confidence interval) of the 50 th percentile of prediction error. Two example neurons shown (one cell in A, one cell in B) failed to reach significance for grid activity with their full rate maps (top 706 row), but did show significant, stable grid activity when a smaller portion (half) of the rate map was used (2 nd row). g: grid score; 707 asterisk indicates that the score is significantly higher (p < 0.05) than bootstrapped grid scores from the same rate map when the spike 708 train was synthetically displaced along the eye trace. Plotting schematic for each rate map and corresponding eye trace is identical to 709 Figure 2 . Movies of spikes occurring for these example neurons as eye position moves over the screen can be found in Extended Data
710
Movies 4 and 5 for the neuron shown in A and B respectively. (A) Data were collected from only one image window location. The 711 spatial activity of half the rate map was stable between rate maps (r = 0.2, p = 0.03) of the 1 st and 2 nd halves of the data (bottom two 712 rows). Size of rate map in top row is 30° x 25°.
713
(B) Cell spatial activity shifted with the location of the image window (r = 0.4 , p < 0.01 between rate maps from the 1 st and 2 nd image
